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1. Introduction 
We first recall the Chebotarev Density Theorem. Let K be a finite algebraic 
extension of the rationals Q, and L a Galois extension of K. To each prime ideal P of 
K unramified in L there corresponds a certain conjugacy class C of Gal(L/K) 
consisting of the set of Frobenius automorphisms a attached to the prime ideals p of 
L which lie over P. Denote this conjugacy class by the Artin symbol [L'~pK-]. For a 
given conjugacy class C of Gal (L/K) let 7Zc(X ) denote the number of prime ideals P 
ofKunramifiedinLsuchthat[L/~(]=CandNK.oP<x. TheChebotarevdensity 
theorem [6, 10] asserts that 
~Zc(X) ~ ~ i  ] Li(x) (1.1) 
as x --, oc. In [7] two versions of the Chebotarev density theorem were proved, one 
unconditional and the other on the assumption of the Generalized Riemann 
Hypothesis (GRH), each of which expressed ~Zc(X ) as the sum of the main term 
ICI IC]_lGt Li(x) and an error term which is an effectively computable function of x, i-~-' and 
the associated field constants n K = [ K : Q  ], h i =  [L :Q]  and dK,dz, (the absolute 
values of the discriminants of the two fields). Assuming the truth of the GRH for 
~L(s), that paper also proved the existence of an effectively computable constant b 
(independent of K and L) such that for any conjugacy class C, there exists a prime 
ideal P in K with [ L ~ K ] = C a n d  
NK,q P < b(log NL) 2 (log log dL) 4. 
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The method of proof showed that we might specify that NK/oP be a rational prime. 
Furthermore that paper sketched a proof that sharpened this result to: 
NK/oP < b' (log dL) 2. (1.2) 
The main purpose of this paper is to supplement these results with an 
unconditional upper bound for the least prime ideal having a specified Artin 
symbol. 
Theorem 1.1. There is an absolute, effectively computable constant A 1 such that Jbr 
every,finite extension K of Q, everyfinite Galois extension L of K and every conjugacy 
class C of Gal(L/K),  there exists a prime ideal P o f K  which is unram!fied in L, [br 
which l L ~ -  l = c,  for which NK oP is a rational prime, and which satisfies the bound 
<~d At . (1.3) N~,oP=z  L 
(Note. The 2 in the bound (1.3) is there only to take care of the trivial case L = K  
=Q.I 
The primary technical difficulties in the proof of Theorem 1.1 center around the 
possible exceptional zero of ~L(s). As an auxiliary step we prove in Section 5 a 
version of the Deuring-Heilbronn phenomenon for ~a(s), which guarantees that, if 
the exceptional zero exists, then the other zeros of ~Lis ) cannot lie very close to s = 1. 
The proof of this auxiliary result involves the use of a power-sum inequality which 
is relatively easy to prove and which may be used as a substitute for Turfln's second 
main theorem [11 ] in many L-function applications. A feature of the proofs which 
distinguishes them from those of [7] is the use of kernels which weight prime ideals 
of small norm very heavily. These kernels enable one to obtain good lower bounds 
for densities of prime ideals with specified properties at the cost of not being able to 
estimate their number  accurately. The use of different kernels is related to the 
"explicit formulas" of Guinand [5] and Well [12]. 
The proof  of Theorem 1.1 uses classical analytic methods, and does not involve 
any deep zero-density estimates. In the general case the bound of Theorem 1.1 is 
probably the best that can be obtained by current methods, since for K = Q ,  L 
= Q (I/D), p the non-identity in Gal(L/K), the bound (1.3) is equivalent to an upper 
bound for the least quadratic nonresidue modulo D, and even for this case no 
estimate better than (1.3) is known. However, in special cases, estimates sharper 
than (1.3) are possible. For example, Linnik's theorem [2] asserts the existence of an 
absolute effectively computable constant B such that for any cyclotomic field L 
= Q(exp (27ri/N)), N > 3, and any ~reGal (L/Q), there exists a rational prime p with 
L/Q]= 
(P) ] ry and p<( logda)  B. Zero-density results for zeros near the line Re(s )=  1 
are needed in all known proofs of Linnik's theorem. The methods of this paper do 
not suffice to prove Linnik's theorem, but they can be used to obtain improved 
bounds in some cases. For example, i fGal  (L/K) contains a large abelian subgroup 
H, then ~L(S) can be factored into Hecke L-functions over the fixed field of H, which 
then leads to a better zero-free region for ~L(S), and thereby to improvements of the 
bound (1.3). 
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The p roof  of Theorem 1.1 uses the known zero-free region of Hecke  L-functions. 
In addition, we prove  a theorem which gives a bound for the least character  
nonresidue of a Hecke  character  ~ that is an explicit function of the size of  a 
hypothet ical  zero-free region near s = 1 for _~K(S)L(s, Z, K). 
Theorem 1.2. There is an absolute, ej]ectively computable positive constant A 2 such 
that.~)r every finite extension K of  Q and every Hecke character ~ on K theJollowing 
holds: Suppose that ~K(S)L(s, Z, K) has no zeros p = f l+i  7 in the region 
1 - 6 < / 3 < 1 ,  
0<171 <,52 (log A (7~))(1 + cS(log A (Z))1/2), 
where 
(c2 logA()0) ' <6<-~ ,  
and that (,~(s) has no zeros on the segment of  the real axis 1 -?)<_s<_ 1. (Here A(Z) 
=dKNr~/Qf('~), f (x)  is the conductor of  X, and c~ is a certain absolute, effectively 
computable constant given by Lemma 2.3.) Then there exists a prime ideal P of K o[" 
degree 1 over Q with x(P):# 1 such that 
NK/Q P < (A 2 g~ log A (;())0 - ,. 
Applying  this theorem with (5 =89 we obtain  the following corollary, which was 
first proved in the case K = Q by Ankeny [1]. 
Corollary 1.3. There is an absolute, eJ]ectively computable positive constant A s such 
that .['or every finite extension K of  Q and every Hecke character "Z of  K, if 
~K(S) L(s, Z, K) has no zeros p = fl + i7 in the region 
1 < / 3 < 1 ,  (1.4) 
then there exists a prime ideal P o f K  of degree 1 over Q with x(P)=# 1 such that 
NI</oP < A 3 (log A (7,)) 2. (1.5) 
It is an open question as to what kind of zero-free region suffices to prove  (1.5). 
Using the kernel k(s)=x~F(s), we can show that (1.5) holds if ~K(s)L(s~ ~, K) has no 
zeros in 89 </3 < 1,171 ~ log log (A (X)). We do not know whether  (1.5) could be proved  
if we only knew there are no zeros in 89  1, I?'] <89 
Our  p roof  of Theorem 1.1 does not suffice to show that  
~Zc(X)>~,lCt Li(x) for x > 2 d  A~, (1.6) 
iGt 
for any fixed ~ > 0. Such an estimate, or even a slightly weaker  one, would be of great  
interest, but  seems unat tainable with our present techniques. However ,  we will 
sketch a p roof  of an uncondit ional  upper  bound est imate for ~c(X) which is not 
difficult to prove and is of interest in some applications. 
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T h e o r e m  1.4. There exist absolute, effectively computable constants A r and A 5 such 
that if L :I= Q and 
x > exp {A 4 (log alL) (log log alL) (log log log dLe2~ 
then 
~c(X) <= A s ~ Li(x). 
Itll 
The paper proves Theorem 1.2 first, since it exhibits some essential features of 
the proof of Theorem 1.1 with less complications from the possible exceptional 
zero. 
Throughout this paper c~, c 2 ... .  as well as all constants implied by ~ and O- 
notations will denote absolute and effectively computable positive constants. 
Background material on properties of Hecke and Artin L-functions is available in 
[6], [7]. 
2. Least  Character  Nonres idue  
This section presents the proof  of Theorem 1.2 on the least Hecke character 
nonresidue. We first give an outline. A weighted sum of the values of the Hecke 
character at prime ideals is evaluated as an inverse Mellin transform of 
/2 
-~- (s ,  Z, K) times a kernel function. The kernel weights only prime ideals of small 
norm. By contour integration this sum is equal to a sum of the kernel function over 
the zeros of L(s, 7~, K), and this is estimated to be small. On the other hand, ifz(P) = 1 
for all small prime ideals P then the value of the Mellin transform is virtually the 
same as that obtained by replacing ~-(s,z,K) with (s). This is evaluated by 
contour integration and is shown to be large, due to the contribution of the pole 
at s =  1, provided ~K(s) has no exceptional zero. This then yields a contradiction 
which proves the theorem. 
Proof of  Theorem 1.2. We first introduce our kernel function. If k(s) is an entire 
function, say, such that Ik(a+it)l  is integrable as a function of t for a > -  8 9  let 
1 a+~ 
f(u)=2~i~J~.i k(s) u-~ds (2.1) 
be its inverse Mellin transform, where the integration 
R e ( s ) = a >  -89 The kernel function we use here is 
y S - -  1 - -  , '  
is on a vertical line 
(2.2) 
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A simple computation shows that for y > x > l  and u>0,  
'0  if U>y 2, 
y2 
u- i l o g -  if x y < u < y  2, 
U ,r 
u- I logx- 2 if x Z < l l < X y ,  
0, if u<x 2. 
(2.3) 
We next come to the Hecke L-function. Associated to a Hecke character Z over 
a field K is the constant 
A (Z) = dKNK/o.f(z), 
where f(x)  is the conductor of Z. We recall the Dirichlet series expansion, 
- E ( s , z , K ) =  ~ y, •(P")A(P")(NP) ..... (2.4) 
t P n=l 
where P runs over all prime ideals, and A(I) is the generalized Von Mangoldt 
function 
A(I)={I~gNP if I=PL 
otherwise, 
and NP denotes NK/oP. We now consider the inverse Mellin transform (with 
y > x > l )  
1 2+i~ .  g 
Io=27zi2..7! --~(s ,z ,K)k(s;x ,  y)dS=e, oZ z(P") A(P")(NP) "s y). (2.5) 
Note that the sum only counts prime-power ideals of norm < y2. Furthermore 




Next we evaluate the integral (2.5) by contour integration. Consider the integrand 
of (2.5) integrated on the rectangular contour with vertices at - N + i T ,  
- N -  iT, 2 - i T ,  2 +iT. Proceeding exactly as in [7, Sect. 6], the contribution of 
the horizontal sides of the box goes to zero as T ~  co. The contribution of the side 
- N + i T ,  - N - i T  goes to zero as N--* Go. through values k+88 k an integer. The 
contribution of the remaining side has as a limit the integral I 0, and by Cauchy's 
theorem we obtain 
I o = -- ~ k(px ;x, y), (2,7) 
Pz 
where Px runs over all zeros of L(s, Z, K). 
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We now use (2.7) to bound  the real part  of (2.5) from above. First - k ( p ;  x, y) is 
negative for real p, so we obtain a valid upper  bound  if we drop  the terms 
corresponding to pER.  This takes care of the trivial zeros and any possible 
exceptional  zero of L(s, Z, K). To  proceed further we need two zero-densi ty lemmas.  
The first is: 
L e m m a  2.1. ([7, L e m m a  5.4]) Let nz(T ) denote the number of zeros p = f + i 7 of the 
Hecke L-function L(s, Z, K) in the rectangle 0 < f< 1, 17-TI < 1. Then 
n z (T) ~ log A (X) + nK log (1 T] + 2), (2.8) 
where A (?4) = d K NK/o f (z). 
Remark. L e m m a  2.1 was proved in [7] under the tacit assumpt ion  that  7~ is 
primitive, since those were the only characters  that  played any role there. However ,  
if Z' is the primit ive character  that  induces 7~, then 
L ( s , z , K ) = L ( s , I , K ) .  1-[ (1 -~ (P) (NP)~) ,  (2.9) 
PIf(z) 
where ~(P) = 0  or z'(P). It follows that  the zeros of L(s, Z, K) are the same as those of 
L(s, ~', K), except for ,~ log A (g) ar i thmetic  progressions of  zeros on the line a = 0, 
which together  contain 
,~(1 + A) log A(73 
zeros in any interval of  length A on the line a--- 0. Therefore  the bound  of the l emma 
above  is true also for imprimit ive  characters.  Fur thermore ,  it is easily seen f rom 
(2.9) that  
(s, 7~, K) = ~ (s, ;(, K) + O (log A ()0) (2.1 0) 
for a = Re(s) > 1/2, say. 
The  second l emma  counts zeros in smaller regions. It generalizes known results 
for Dirichlet  L-functions. 
L e m m a  2.2 Let n(r ; s) denote the number of zeros p of L(s, )~, K) with I s -  Pl <= r. Then 
jor Re (s) > l, and all r > 0 
n(r;s)~ 1 +r(logA(7~)+nKlog(]sl +2)). (2.11) 
Proof The est imate (2.1 1) is true for r > 1/2 by L e m m a  2.1. For  the case 0 < r < 1/2 it 
suffices to p rove  the result for s =  1 +it, because n(r; 1 + i t ) > n ( r ; a + i t )  for any 
a > 1. We next note 
n(r; 1 +it)<n(2r;(1 +r)+it) .  
We now apply  the est imate [7, L e m m a  5.6] 
(2.12) 
~ ( s , z , K ) +  6(y) ~ s ~  p ~logA(z)+nKlog(l t]+2),  (2.I3) 
s-- 1 p~ 
I~-tl_<l 
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- ! < R e ( s ) _ < 3 ,  and N > ~ ,  where 6 ( z ) = l  if Z=Zo  and 0 valid for primitive 7~, 2 = - -  
otherwise. By (2.10) this est imate (with a different constant  implied by the 
notat ion) holds for any X if Re(s )>  1. Let ,s= 1 + r + i t .  Then 
E ( s ,  L K )  < E ( I + r , z , K )  
~r 
< ~ ( I + r , z , K )  < r - l + C l l O g d ~ ,  
the last inequality by the equat ion following (8.3) in [7]. Applying this to (2.13) we 
have 
? f i  ~l~176 2 )+ r -  l" 
I ~ , - t l  _<_ l 
On the other hand, if p = f l + i T ,  
(2.14) 
1 ( l + r ) - / ~ >  r 
R e - - - =  
s - p  I s - p [  2 = l s - p l  2" 
Consequent ly  
1 > 1 
~__p ~ Re ->=n(2r ; l+r+i t )  1 
= ~,~ s - p  " ~ "  
IS t l _  -<1 17' tl_-<l 
Substi tut ing this result in (2.14) gives the required inequality for n(2r; 1 +r+i t ) ,  
which with (2.12) completes  the proof. 
We also need a zero-free region for Hecke L-functions. 
L e m m a  2.3. There is an effectively computable positive absolute constant c z such that 
for all finite extensions K of  Q and Hecke characters Z on K, the Hecke L-function 
L(s, L K )  has at most one zero p = f l + i 7  with 
Ifil > 1 - ( c  2 log A (Z))- 1 
t71 <(c21ogA(z))  I (2.15) 
( I f  L(s, Z, K) = Go(s), we regard this statement as empty.) ~lis zero can occur only if z 2 
= Zo, and must be real and simple. It will be called the exceptional zero. Aside from 
this possible exceptional zero, L(s, 7~, K) has no other zero p = fl + i7 with 
[fll > 1 - c 2 1 {log A (X) + n K log([?l + 2)}-1 (2.16) 
Proof Note  first that  
f (a)  = 3 + 4 cos 0 + cos 2 0 = 2(1 + cos 0) 2 ~ 0. 
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Let z(P)=exp(iOp). Then for a >  1, 
Re - 3 ~ - - ( a ) - 4 ~ ( a + i t ,  z, 
gK 
= ~ f ( m O p - m t l o g  NP)( logNP)(NP)  . . . .  >=0. 
P, m 
By (2.13) (and the remark that follows (2.13)) and the fact that A(Z2)< a(z), we find 
that 
~'K(al-- - (a+it ,  z, 2 
I2 
- 3 ~ 7  ` . 4 o K ) - - s  z ,K) 
3 46(Z) a(Z 2) 1 




- 4  ~ cr+it--p ~ +O(logA(z)+nKlog(It l+2)).  
o~ o ~  a + 2 i t -  p 
(2.17) 
b'-tt=< 1 ly- 2tl~ x 
Now Re ( s -  p)- t > 0 if Re(s) >__ Re(p). Hence if p = fl + i~r , is any zero of L(s, Z, K), 
then the real part  of the quanti ty in (2.17) (which is nonnegative) is 
< ~ 3  +Re- -46 (Z)  + R e  6(Z2) Re 4 
a - 1  c r - l + i t  a - l + 2 i t  a + i t - p  
+ c 3 (log A (73 + nK log (Itl + 2)). 
By choosing t = ?,, we obtain 
3 4 46(Z) 6]()~ 2) 
0 < ~- Re + Re (2.18) 
- a - 1  o - f i  a -  1 +/); a -  l + 2 i 7  
+ c3 ( log  A (Z) + nK log(I)'l + 2)). 
Suppose first that Z2=t=Zo. Then 6(Z)=6(Z2)=O, and so 
3 4 
0 ~ "}- C 3 (log A ()0 + nK log (17t + 2)). 
a - 1  a - f l  
Choosing 
a = 1 +(lOOc3)- l ( logA(z)+ nK log ([71 +2)) -1 ,  (2.19) 
say, we obtain 
fl__< 1 --  ( 1 0 0 0 c 3 ) -  1 (log A00 + nK log (171 +2) ) -  1 (2.20) 
Suppose next that Z 2 = Zo, but 171 > c ;  1 (log A (Z) + nK)- 1. Then (2.18) gives us 
3 4 
0 < t- 6c 3 (log A (Z) + nK log (lyl + 2)), 
- o - 1  a - f l  
which gives (2.20) again if we choose o according to (2.19). 
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It remains to consider the case 7`2 =7`o and 171 <"3 '  ( logA(z))-1.  Suppose first 
that  7`4:7`o, but L(s,x,K) has 2 zeros pi=fii+iTi, 1__<i__<2, with 
Iril <c31 (log A(7`)+nK)- ', (2.21) 
f l i> I --(1000c3) l(logA(7`)+nK) ~. (2.22) 
If we now go through the derivation of (2.18) from (2.17), but  keep the contr ibut ions 
of  both  Pl and P2, we find that for a > l ,  t = 0 ,  we have 
4 4 4 
0 _ < - - - -  R e - - -  Re - + c3 (log A(7`) + n~). 
- ( r -  1 a - p ,  a - - P 2  
If we now choose 
o '=  1 -1-(100C3) ~(logA(7`)+nK)- 1 
we obtain a contradiction.  Thus there cannot  be 2 zeros pC as specified above. If 
there is a single zero satisfying (2.21) and (2.22), then it must be real, since 7`2 =7`0 
means that  the complex zeros of  L(s,7`, K) come in conjugate pairs. 
The only remaining case is 7̀  = 7`0, which is handled in an analogous way. To  
conclude the proof  it therefore suffices to note that n K < c4 log A (7,) if A (7`) + 1 (i.e., if 
L(s, 7 ,̀ K) 4: ~o(s)). 
To  cont inue bounding (2.7) we divide the zeros of L(s, Z, K) off the real axis into 
two classes, those with f i < l - 6  and the remainder,  which must  have 
" ")1 /2) ]yl>fie(loga(7`)) (1 +6( loga tT` )  , by hypothesis. 
Consider  those zeros p with f i<  1 - 6 .  For those zeros 
x 26 
[k(p;x,y)l < -  = IP-  11 z" 
Their  contr ibut ion to the sum (2.7) is bounded by 
" 1  ( ]~" i 2  ) ~ x _ e a ! r g d n ( r ; 1 ) ~  x 2,5 ~ l n ( r ; 1 )  a +  ~3n(r ;1)dr  ' 
which by L e m m a  2.2 is 
,~ x -  2a(~3- a + 6 ' log A (7`)) (2.23) 
since n K ~ log IA (7`)l- 
Next  consider those zeros p with fi> 1 - 0 ,  171 _-> 62 (log A (7`)) (1 + 6(10gA(7`))~/2). 
For  each such zero 
Ik(~; x,y)l < ( p -  l) -2. 
If n* (r; 1) denotes the number  of  such zeros with ]p - 1] < r, then note n* (r; 1) = 0 for 
r < fi* = Max  (6 2 (log A (x)) ( l + fi (log A (7`))1/2), (c 2 log A (7`))- 1) 
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by Lemma 2.3 and by hypothesis. The contribution of these zeros is bounded by 
'~ 1 - 1  -I ~ ~ 2 
~ ~,Ts-dn*(r' l)4~ -n(r; l)] ~,+ 5a, 75n(r; l)dt" 
Using Lemma 2.2, this becomes 
,~ 6*- z + 6"- 1 log A(X) + 6"- 1 nK(6, + 2) 
' ~  6 *  - 2 q_ t~* - 1 log (6" + 2) log A (Z). 
In fact we will show this is 
9 ~ 6- 2. (2.24) 
To check this, note that if 6>(logA(z)) -1 then 6*>621ogA(z)>6 while if 
6<(logA(z)) -1 then 6*>(c21ogA(l.))-~>c~16 so that in either case 6* 2 
= O (6-2). in order to deal with the second term, we note that 6*> t~ 2 (log A (Z)) (1 
+6(logA(z))l/2), so it will suffice to show 
1 + 6(log A (X)) ~' >> log (6" + 2). (2.25) 
If 6*=(c21ogA(z))- l<ci  -~ this is immediate, so suppose 6*=62(logA(z))(1 
+6(logA(z))89 If6<=2(logA(z)) -~ then 6*4 1 and (2.25)holds. If6 > 2(log A(Z)) 
then c5">4 and 6* <__263(logA(z)) 3/2, so 
log(a* +2) 4 log  6" 4(6*) 1/3 4 6 (log A(Z)) 1/2, 
which again yields (2.25). 
Next we introduce the integral 
1 2 + i o c  t 
J = ~ 2  !ioo ( - -~(s ) t  k(s;x'y)ds-~- Z a(xpn)(NP) --n~(xpn;X,y). ( 2 . 2 6 )  
-- \ gK I P.n 
If we now suppose that z(P) = 1 for all first degree prime ideals with NP = p < ye for 
which (P,f(z)) = 1, then (2.26) agrees with (2.5) except possibly on those ideals P" for 
which NP"=# p and also for primes PIf(z). The contribution of primes dividing the 
conductor is 
Plf(z) 
4 (log A(X)) x -  2 log (Y), (2.27) 
and the contribution of the other primes is bounded by the quantity in (2.6), yielding 
l [ , , , Y ' l ~  (y)  
IJ- lo l4nKx-  DOgx/ logx  + x -  z log logA(z). (2.28) 
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Finally, we compute  a lower bound for the integral J. By an a rgument  similar to 
that yielding (2.7) we obtain 
P 
where p runs over  all the zeros of ~K(s). 
We now bound the contr ibut ions of the remaining zeros, by exactly the same 
argument  as for L(s, Z, K), obtaining 
[ \ y  2 
J - t l o g x )  ~x  2a~- llogA(X)q-c~-2. (2.29) 
Note  that the contr ibut ion of the zeros p = f l  on the real axis with f l<  1 - 6  is 
actually included in the est imate (2.23), and there are no zeros of (~(s) with 
1 - 6 =</3 < 1 by hypothesis. 
We now complete  the proof  of  Theorem 1.2 by choosing 
x=(B2c2~31ogA(z)) la ' y = B ' a - ' x ,  
and checking that  for a sufficiently large value of B (fixed once and for all) the 
est imates (2.25), (2.28), and (2.29) are mutual ly  inconsistent. Recall that 
(c 2 log A (7~))- ' =<6<89 (2.30) 
We must check that  
log > c  s x 2(3 l l o g A ( z ) + 6 - 2 + ~ l ~ x  I log ( logy)( logx)  -1 
, log A(Z)}, (2.31) + x  21og~ 
where c 5 is the sum of the constants  implied in (2.25), (2.28), (2.29). Now (C6) a ~ 
at tains its m a x i m u m  as a function of ~3 at e C -  1. Consequent ly  x is a mono tone  
decreasing function of ,5 on the interval (2.30). In part icular  
x > 89 B log A I/,) (2.32) 
and y < x  ~/2. F rom (2.32) we conclude 
('7 c s x - 2 ( 5 - - l l o g A ( z ) < 2 c s  6 -1<cs (  89  i log x (2.33) 
and also 
' ( - l ~  1 lOgx (2.34) csnK x l~  \ l o g x !  
with the implied constant  independent  of  B, since 
Y l ~  when e2<=x and x e 2 < y < x  3/2. 
l ogx  - x 
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Next  
c~ 2<(88 1 ] o g x .  , (2.35) 
and finally 
x -2 log logA(z)<=4B-2(IogA(z)) l log =<B i log - (2.36) 
i fB > 100, say. The inequalities (2.33)-(2.36) show that choosing B sufficiently large 
will guarantee  that  (2.31) holds. Hence  there will be a pr ime ideal with the required 
propert ies  satisfying 
NK/QP<=y2 :~(B3c2 (31ogA(g)) 6 ' 
We make  some remarks  on proving  a result similar to Theorem 1.2 for Artin L- 
functions. By a result of  Stark [9, Theorem 3] we can conclude that  all Art in L- 
functions L(s, ~b, L/K) are analytic at any exceptional  zero of ~L(s), so this causes no 
new difficulties. The  p rob lem is in obta ining a good upper  bound for the number  of 
E 
singularities o f~ ( s ,  ~b, L/K) in the critical strip. Assuming Artin 's  conjecture on the 
analytici ty of L(s, ~b, L/K), we can get a good est imate from the functional equation,  
and immediately  prove  the analogue of Theorem 1.2, with A(~b) being the 
appropr ia te  constant  f rom the functional equat ion of the Artin L-function 
L(s, ~, L/K). 
3. L-Functions and Meilin Transforms 
The following sections give the p roof  of Theo rem 1.1. As was the case with the 
previous proof, this p roof  also relies on est imates of inverse Mellin t ransforms 
1 2 + i c x  
2~i ~ Fc(s)k(s)ds (3.1) 
2 -  ivc, 
where k(s) is a kernel function and Fc(s ) is a certain Dirichlet series which counts  
pr ime ideals whose Artin symbol  is the conjugacy class C. We use two different 
kernel functions, one in the case that  c[L(s ) has no (exceptional) zero on the real line 
segment  1 - ( l o g  d l ) -2  < s  < 1 and the other  when it does. We first show that  fc(S), 
defined as a sum involving Artin L-functions,  can be expressed as a sum involving 
Hecke L-functions, thus el iminating Artin L-functions from the proof. In order  to 
get bet ter  error  est imates for (3.1) if an exceptional  zero of ~L(s) occurs in the range 
I - ( l o g  dL)- 1 < s < 1, we show that  its presence implies the existence of an enlarged 
zero-free region near  s = 1 (for other  zeros), a result of the kind usually called the 
Deuring-Heilbronn phenomenon. To do this we give a simple direct p r o o f o f a  power-  
sum inequality which may  be used instead of Turan ' s  second main  theorem in many  
L-function applications.  Our  second kernel has the proper ty  that  it d rops  off very 
rapidly as we move  to the left of  a = 1, thus a t tenuat ing the contr ibut ion of the 
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exceptional zero, at the cost of not dropping off so rapidly as we move  vertically, 
thus necessitating a larger zero-free region to get good error bounds. 
Start (!f Proof of Theorem 1.1. We define 
IcI - s 
Fc(s) = - I G I  ~ q , (g)y  (s, ~/,, L/K), (3.2) 
where ~ runs over the irreducible characters of G and L(s, O, L/K) is the Artin L- 
function at tached to the character  )/J. The or thogonal i ty  relations for the characters  
~) imply {see [6, Sect, 3]) that tbr Re ( s )>  t, 
Fc(s)--Y~ ~ O(e"')(logNP)(Ne) ~, (3.3) 
P m =  1 
where for pr ime ideals P of K unramified in L, 
/ m 
0(p o,) = { 
0 otherwise, 
and 0 < 0 ( P " ' ) <  1 i f P  ramifies in L. 
Our  first reduction uses a method due to Deu rmg  [3] to obtain an expression 
for ~,(s) which involves Hecke L-functions rather than Artin L-functions, and 
which eliminates Artin L-functions from the subsequent proof. We choose g~ C and 
let H = ( g )  be the cyclic group generated by G, E the fixed field of H. Then [6, 
L e m m a  4] 
Fc(s)= -}Cl ~2(g)s  L (s,z,L/E), (3.4) 
where 7~ runs over the irreducible characters of H, which are l -dimensional  since H 
is cyclic. By the fundamental  theorem of class field theory the Artin L-function 
L(s, Z, L/E) is a certain Hecke L-function L(s. 7,, E) at tached to the field E, and Z is a 
certain primitit'e Hecke character,  which satisfies 
for all pr ime ideals P of E unramified in L. Hence (3.4) becomes 
FAs) = - , r ,  )_, ?,(g)_ (s, z, E) (3.5) 
1131 z L, 
for certain Hecke L-functions L(s, /,, E). 
We now discuss the kernel functions. The two kernels we shall use are 
( x 2 ' - x " ~  z 
kl (s)=kl (s; x)=k(s; x'x2)= \ T - ~  ! " 
k2 (s) = k2 (s; x) = x ' :  +'. 
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In these kernels x > 2 is an adjustable parameter whose value will be selected later. 
The dependence of the kernel on x will be suppressed in what follows for notational 
convenience. The inverse Mellin transforms ~C~(u) for u > 0  of these kernels are" 
u -  1 l o g  
/~1 (u) = 1 log 
x3<u<xL 
X 2 ~ U ~ X  3 ,  
otherwise, 
(3.6) 
~2(u)=(47rlogx) ~exp[  41ogx ] '  
The sums we will estimate are 
(3.7) 
1 2+ic~  
li=2~i 2 ~i~ Fc(s) ki(s)ds (i=1,2). (3.8) 
Using the uniform and absolute convergence of the Dirichlet series (2.4) for 
Re(s) > 1, and the absolute integrability of the kernels on vertical lines, we find that 
Ii= ~ ~ O(P")(logNP)~i(NP"), (3.9) 
P m = l  
where the outer sum is over all prime ideals of K. 
We next prove a series of three lemmas which bound the contributions to the 
sums in (3.9) coming from the ramified primes, the terms for which NP m is not 
prime, and (in the case of the kernel k2) prime ideals with large norms. These 
estimates could be easily improved, but this is unnecessary for our purpose, since 
other error terms will be larger. 
Lemma 3.1. Let ~R denote summation over the prime ideals of K that ramify in L. 
Then 
m log x ~Rm=l ~ O(P")I~ ) < ~ x ~ l ~  (3.10) 
~R ~ o(pm)log(NP)~2(NPm),~(logx)89 (3.11) 
P nt = 1 
N p m < )c 1 o 
Proof We have 
~R 
P 
O(P")log(NP)s ~ (NP) " 
m = l  P m->l 
NprrT> x2  
log x ~R log x 
~ - ~  logNP~5-1ogd,~, 
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since all the ramified primes divide the different 6(L/K) so the product of their 
norms divides d L. Similarly 
~R ~ O(p,,)log(NP)s ~ (log x) ~ 
P m = l  P m 
N p m  <=x l o  N p m  < x l O  
~ (log x) ~ ~R log(NP) ~ (log x) ~ log d L. 
v 
Lemma 3.2. !f ~ e denotes summation over those pairs (P, re)for which NP m is not a 
rational prime, then 
~e O(P m) log (NP) s (NP")< n K (log x)~, (3.12) 
X 
~PO (P')log (NP) ~2 (NP").~ n K x 7,-,. (3.13) 
Proof If q is a positive integer, there are at most n K distinct prime power ideals P" 
with NP"=q. Hence 
~p o(P.,jlog(NP)~.l(Np.,)~nn(logx)2 y. p-h 
P ,  m x 2 < ph  <= X4 
p , h > = 2  
(log x) 2 
,~nK(1ogx) 2 y" m - h ~ n K - -  
m h > x 2 X 
h > 2  
For the other kernel, 
~e O(p.,)log(NP)~z(Np.~)4~nK ~ log(ph) CKe(ph) 
P . m  p,h>= 2 
e~ 
"~ nK .i log (u) ~2(u)dS(u) 
2 
where S(u) counts the number of perfect h-th powers, h>=2, which are <u. To 
complete the proof we use the fact that S(u)~ u 1!2 and integration by parts. 
Lemma 3.3. We have 
~ O(p.,)(logNP)l~e(Npm)~nKx-lo 
P m =  1 
N P m > x i O  
Proof We have 
(3.14) 
~ O(P')(logNP)~2(NP')'~n~ ~ (logq)~z(q) 
P m =  1 q > x  1~ 
N P m > x l O  
< I~ K .[ ( log  u) s du < n~x  ' o 
x l o  
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We define 
f 
P ( C ) = J P ;  P a prime ideal of K, unramified in L, of degree one over Q, and 
L 
The results of the last three lemmas show that 
Ii ~, (logNP)k1(NP) ,~nK (l~ logx - -  § ~ log d L 
P~P(C) 
,~x ~logd L (3.15) 
and 
12-- Ne<x 1~ (I~ rK2(NP) "~nKX-lO +(logx)~lOgdL § xv/4 
x ~/4 log d L. (3.16) 
The next step of the proof consists of evaluating the integrals 11 , 12 in (3.9) by 
contour integration. In view of the identity (3.5) expressing Fc(s ) in terms of Hecke 
L-functions it suffices to evaluate integrals of the form 
] 2 + i ~  V .  
J j ( Z ) = ~  ~ -L(s,z,E)ki(s)ds, (3.17) 
2 - i , ~  
where Z is a primitive Hecke character. 
In order to evaluate Jj(x) we will consider 
1 ~ /2 
Jitz, T)=~i , , IT~-~ts '  Z, E) k j(s) ds, 13.18) 
1 where B(T) is the positively oriented rectangle with vertices at 2 - i T ,  2+iT,  2 
+iT,  - ~ - - i T ,  and where T > 0  does not equal the ordinate of any of the zeros of 
L(s, g, E). By Cauchy's Theorem 
Jj(Z, T)=6(z)kj(l)-a('z)kj(O)- ~ kj(p), (3.19) 
P 
I~'1< T 
where the last sum is over the nontrivial zeros p = fl + i7 of L(s, Z, E), counted with 
multiplicity, and a(z) is the order of the zero of L(s,x,E) at s=0 .  From the 
functional equation of L(s, Z, E) we deduce that a(x)<n~. 
On the line segment from - 89  to -  8 9  we have [7; Lemma 6.2] 
s E) ~, (s, 7,, log A (Z) + nE log ([s[ + 2), 
so that for j = I or 2, 
-~;~T E ds ~k( ~+,T ~(s,z ,E) kj(s) --89 (3.20) 
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On the two segments from 2 +_iT to -  8 9  +_iT we use the method of Landau  [8], 
[7; Sect, 6] to obtain the est imate 
Ikj(i W)l (log A (7,) + nE log 7"). (3.21) 
If we now combine  (3.18)-(3.21) and let T--+ 9c, we obtain 
Jj(z)=6(z)kj(1)-~k.i(p)+O(n~:ki(O))+O(ka(-89 (3.22) 
P 
The  definition of Fc(s ) together with (3.22) and the conductor-discr iminant  
formula:  
log A ()9 = log d L 
Z 
now show that 
I 2 + . ,  ICI te l  
Fc(s) kj(s) ds= IGI kj(1)--Tr ~ 2(g) Y~ kj(la z) 
27ri 2--ix ,--, z Pz 
O(I C] ICl ka(--}) log dE) (3.23) + ~,(~7 " "k~(0 )+ ib7  
where Pz runs over  the zeros of L(s, Z, E) in the critical strip. F r o m  (3.23) we 
obtain a lower bound for Ij: 
{GI it > k i ( l ) -  ~ [l<j([,)[- c~, [,,, k~(O)+ 1(i( - ~) log d,], (3.24) 
ICt = ,, 
where p runs over the zeros of ~L(s) lying in the critical strip. 
To  complete  the proof  we need good lower bounds for the sum 
k j ( l ) -  ~ I kj(p)l 0 = 1, 2) 
P 
where I) runs over the nontrivial  zeros of ~l,(s). This requires addit ional  infor- 
mat ion on the location of  the zeros of  {L(s). The sum over the zeros could have a 
single large term coming from the exceptional zero (if it exists) and in that  case 
we need an enlarged zero-free region to show the contr ibution of the other zeros 
is small. This enlarged region, and a lower bound on the distance of the 
exceptional  zero from s = 1 are the subject of the next two sections. 
4. A Power-Sum Inequality 
In this section we prove a power-sum inequality (Theorem 4.2 below) which will 
be used in the next section to derive an enlarged zero-free region. This result 
may serve as a substi tute for Tur 'an's second main theorem [11] in many  
situations. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let 
~ ( J )rJc~ O. P(r, O)= 1 - ~  
j = l  
T h e n  
(i) P(r, O)> -89 O_<r_<l and all O, 
(ii) P(1, O)=~, 
(iii) [P(r, 0)[ <~rfor O<_r<~. 
Proof 89 O) is Fejer's kernel, and hence >0  for all O. But if z=re i~ then 
P(r,O) is a harmonic function of z, and hence > -  8 9  for [z[__<l, proving (i). 
Assertion (ii) is trivial. For O<r-< 1, 
IP(r,O)l < ~ rJ<32 r 
j = l  
Theorem 4.2. Let s m = ~ b, zg' and suppose that 
n = l  
(i) [z.l<lz,lfor all n> l, 
(ii) the b, are real, 
(iii) b,>=O for those n for which ~lzll <lz.I <lzll 
Set 
L =(b I Izll)- a ~ Jb, z,]. 
n = l  
Then there exists jo with 1 <Jo <24L such that 
b 1 
Re Sjo > ~- [zll j~ 
Proof By homogeneity we may suppose Izl l=l .  Let z,=r, exp(iO,). In the 
notation of Lemma 4.1, 
•  , ' 0 
j = l  n = l  "= 
= ~ b.{P~r.,O.)+89189 
n = l  
The term with n=  1 contributes > ( J - ~ ) b a >  ( ~ - 3 q ) b  v Each term with 
r, >89 contributes > - b ,  > -  3r.b,. Each term with r, <~ contributes > - 3  r, lb,I. 
Thus 
• ( l - L )  '+' j= 1 (Re sfl(1 + cos j01) > T  bl - 3bt L. (4.1) 
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Let J = [ 2 4 L ] .  Then the right side of (4.1) is 
cosj01)>O and 
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1 J j=l ( - J + l )  (l +cOsjOO<=2P(l'O)=J' 
which implies that there is at least o n e j < J  such that Ress>b8 L. 
5. The  Deur ing-He i lbronn  P h e n o m e n o n  
The  Deuring-Hei lbronn phenomenon refers to the fact that if ~L(S) has a real 
zero flo close to s =  l, then ~L(s) can have no other zeros nearby. The precise 
result is: 
Theorem 5.1. There are positive, absolute, eJJectively computable constants 
c 7 and e s such that i f ~ L ( S  ) has a real zero/;Io > 0  then ~ (o+i t )#Ofor  
,o= 
a > l - - c  s (5.1) 
log dLr "'' 
where z = ttl 4- 2, with the single exception a 4- it = [~o. 
Proof Since (s-1)~L(s)  is an entire function of order one, we have the Ha- 
damard  product  
s ) e.~/<~ (5.2) (s-l)~L(S)=sre~+~2"~[I 1--to , 
~o 
where ~o runs through all the zeros of ~L(s), ~o#0, including the trivial ones. 
Differentiating (5.2) logarithmically yields 
ks  - - ( D  ~ 1  S 
The Euler product  for ~c(s) gives 
- ~ ( s ) = ~  ~ ( l o g N P ) ( N P ) " "  
gL  P m = l  
for Re s > 1. Equating these two expansions and differentiating 2 j -  1 times, we 
obtain 
~' I p -,,,= 1 1 
1 ~ _ _ l ( l o g N P ) ( l o g N p m ) 2 j - ( N  ) - ( s  l) 2j ~ ) 2 j '  
( 2 j -  1)! = 9 - 
(5.3) 
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where oJ now runs also over the r trivial zeros ~o=0, and this is valid for 
Re s > 1, j > 1. Therefore if s = a + it, we have 
~ ( logNP)( logNPm)  2j-~ Np-m~(l  +(Np~)  -~) 
( 2 . i -  l ) !  P n ' l = l  
_ 1 1 1 1 ~ -J (5.4) 
( a - 1 ) a j - t ( s - 1 ) 2 ~  ( 6 - f l o )  zJ ( s - f lo )  2.i ,=1 ~" 
where the z, are of  the form ( a -  co) 2 o r  ( s - -  (o) 2. The real part of  the left side 
of (5.4) is nonnegative,  so if we take a = 2, then 
n=l -- (2__flO)2J t-Re +it)2  i ( 2_ f io+i t ) z  j ~c9j(1--f lo) .  (5.5) 
Suppose that p = f l + i T + f l o  is a zero of ~L(S). Set t = 7  in (5.5). We now apply 
Theorem 4.2 to the left side of  (5.5). First note 
I z , l > ( 2 - f l )  -2  
so that  
1 ~ 1 ~ , , ~ 1  i dn(u + "[) 
,~ log dL'C nL, (5.6) 
using the zero-density estimates for the number  of zeros n(t) of ~L(S) from 
Lemma 2.1. By Theorem 4.2 there exists some Jo with l < j o  < 2 4 L  such that 
Re L z~~ 2 J ~  9 
n=l 
Combining this with (5.5), we find that 
~exp ( -  2jo(1 - fl)) ~jo(1 - flo). 
Since Jo < 24L, which is bounded by (5.6), the desired bound  follows. 
F rom Theorem 5.1 we immediately obtain a bound  on how close the 
exceptional zero rio can be to s = 1. 
Corollary 5.2. There is a positive, absolute, effectively computable constant Clo 
such that any real zero rio of  (,L(S) satisfies 
1 - - f lo>dL c'~ 
Proof. Choose  q 0  so large that whenever nL> 1, 
c s l o g (  cvd~ '~ _~>31og(dL2,L). 
\ log d L 9 2 "'~ ! 
This is possible since n L ~ t o g d  L by discriminant  bounds.  If we had l - r i  o 
<dL ~'~ then by Theorem 5.1 (L(a) would not vanish for a > - 2 ,  except at a 
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=ft.  However  ~L(S) always has a trivial zero at s = 0  or s = -  1, so this gives a 
contradict ion.  
Stark [9; Lemmas  8, 11] has given upper  bounds  for the exceptional zero 
that  are better  than the one of Corol lary  5.2 in the special case that there is 
a sequence of fields L o = Q _ ~ L  1 _~ ... ~_Lm=L such that Lj+ ~/L s is normal.  
6. F i n a l  E s t i m a t e s  
In this section we complete  the proof  of Theorem l.l by obtaining good lower 
bounds  for the sums 
ks(1)-~lki(p) l  ( j = l , 2 )  
P 
where p runs over the nontrivial  zeros of  _;'L(s). 
The  possible exceptional zero rio plays a special role in our estimation, To 
simplify the notation,  we define fl0 to be the exceptional zero of ~L(S) if it exists, 
and rio = 1 - ( Q  logdL)-~ otherwise. In either case 
k s ( l ) -~ f k i (p ) l>k j (1 ) - k j (Do) -  ~ ]kj(p)l ( /=1,2) .  (6.1) 
p p:l-flo 
By using the Taylor  series expansions for kj(s) about  s =  1, we find that  for 
0 < f i o < l  a n d x > 2 ,  
k ' ( l ) - k ' ( f l ~ 1 7 6  [~o5i ~----1--O-- 
and (6.2) 
- >_---- Mna {l,(1 - fio)logx}. (6.3) kz (1) -k2( f i~  z xt~O+t~? ' x- . 
- 1 0  
First suppose that 
t - rio > cZ7 (tog dl. 3"'9- 2. 
In this case we use the kernel kt(s). The contr ibution of the zeros p of ~c(s) with 
I P -  I I >1  is bounded  by 
~. [k,(p)]< !=. -2ts-dn(t:l)~logd L _  (6.4) 
tv-ll>=~ 
by L e m m a  2.2. Next suppose I p - l l  <1 and p=CC+iT+f lo .  If an exceptional 
zero 3o exists with 
1--fio <i~c2c;( lOgdL)-"  
then, since dL~3 '''12 for nL>2, we have 
c 6 > {(~c2)(l _flo)logdL } - t~2 
(I -- flo) log dL3"' = 
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and therefore by Theorem 5.1 
l~ {(1 - flo)~OgdL3"' } 
f l < l - c 8  log d L 3 "'~ 
log {(lc2)(1--flo)(logdL)} ' 
< 1 - q l  logdc 
On the other hand, if 
1 2 (log dL)- 1, 1--flo>=18c2c6 
then the zero-free region of Lemma 2.3 gives 
fl<l_(c21OgdL ) 1. 
Hence 
log {(89 - flo)(log dL)} 
fl~_~< 1 - - C 1 2  1OgdL (6.5) 
for an effectively computable positive c12, and we may require that c12 <(711. 
Hence (6.5) holds in all cases. Let 
log {(89 flo)(log dL)} 1 
B = c 12 log d L (6.6) 
From (6.5) we conclude 
[kl(p)l~x z~a- 1)lp- iI z~ x - 2B lp -  11-2. 





[kl(p) [ =<X-2"~ t2dn(t ; 1)<~x- 2 B { B -  2 _  / - B 1 lOgdL} 
B 
x 2 B B - t l o g d  z, 
since B ~> (log dE) 1. Using (6.6) this becomes 
2 log x 
~, I k l ( p ) l ~ ( l o g d L )  2 {(89 } c'21oga,~. (6.7) 
Ip-Xl<l 
p##o 
We have thus shown that 
kl (1)- ~ Ik~ 0)1 ~ M i n  ((log x) 2, (1 - rio)(log x) 3 } 
P 
log X 
2c12 - -  -- 
_cx31OgdL_Ca4(logdL)2[(89 log a~. (6.8) 
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We now complete  the proof  in the case 1 - / 3  o > c 2 (log d L 3 "L)- 2. Combining  
(6.8) with (3.15) and (3.24) we have 
1 Ict 
e~c) (log NP) ~, (NP) > 16 ~ (log x) 2 Min {1, (1 - rio)log x} 
l o g  x 
l o g d L _ c l s x - : l o g  dL" 
- c '  1 d L -  1416 I 3 It, I log c ICI (lOgdL)2 [( 89 . . . . .  
We choose log x = c 16 log d L with c~6 a sufficiently large absolute constant.  Then 
the right side above is bounded  below by 
I cI lo dL2 I Cl >--ClVlGi ( g ) Min{1,(1-/3o)C,61ogdL}>=Cls~l(logdL), 
since 1 - f l o>( logd  L) 2. In part icular  there is a PeP(C) with 
NP <<- x 4 ~ d 4 L  c16 . 
Now consider the remaining case, when 1 - / 3 o < c ~ ( l o g d t 3  "L) 2. In that  case 
cv ~, >  8 9  -1 
log (1 -/30) log d L 3 ~ = 
If p = f l + i 7  is a zero of ffL(s) with 171=<1, and P+fio, then by Theorem 5.1 
log( l  - r i o ) -  1 
f l < l - - c 1 9  logdt" 
In that  case 
Ik2(p) I <xa ~+a < x  ~ +p 
[ , (logx)log(llogdgdt_-/3o)-l] ~ log.~ <x2  exp [ _ ~  1~ =x2(1 _/3o) l ,,.. 
For zeros p= f l+ i7  with 13,1>1 we have 
Ik2(P) I =<x 2- ~'~ 
and, by L e m m a  2.1, these zeros contr ibute 
Ik 2 (p)l "~ x log d L. 
I,~l~ 1 
We have shown that  
X 2 
k 2 ( 1 ) -  ~ Ike(p) I > ~-~) S i n  {1, (1 - flo) log x} 
~o l og  x 
c19 - -  
- -C2oxlogdL-c21x2(1- f io)  1~ a'~ log dL. 
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F r o m  (3.16) and (3.24) we have 
_ x 2 I C I .  9 
(l~ u, {1,(1 - flo)log x} 
P e P ( C )  
N P  < x I o 
log x 
- C2o x log d L - c21 X 2 ( 1  - -  f lo )  "~9 log &, log dr, - c 22 x7/4 log d L. (6.9) 
We now choose x=dL ~' for a sufficiently large absolute constant  c23. We note 
that  by Corol lary  5.2 we have  then 
IGI x 7 / 4  ( l o g  x 2 )  e log dL < x 2 ( l  --rio) 
and hence the right side of  (6.9) is 
I Cl .]2s 3 IC/ 
>>c24~G~, L - Min {1,(1 - f l0)c23 logdr} >> c24---d~'lGl L .
Hence  there is PeP(C) with 
0 1 0c2 s NP<=xl <d L -. 
Choosing A~ = M a x ( 4 q 6 ,  10c23 ) completes  the p roof  of Theo rem 1.1. 
7. Proof of  Theorem 1.4 
In this section we sketch a proof  of  the uncondi t ional  upper  bound  for the 
density of P e P ( C ) .  This t ime we use the kernel 
k(s)=x.'e ,'2, 
where x > 1, for which 
~'(u) = (4rt)- 1,,2 exp { - 88 x -  log u)2}. 
Since ~'(u)> 1/10 for tin[x~2, 2x],  we have 
1 2 + i c ~  
l = ~ i  ~ Fc{s)k(s)ds=~ O(Pm)(logNP).f(NP m) 
2 i ,% P m = l  
> l o g x  
= 20 ' {~c(X)-TCc(X/2)}" (7.1) 
On the other  hand, by shifting the line of integrat ion to R e ( s ) =  - 1/4, we find 
that  
ICI ICl ([CIx-'/4 log dL) + O  (7.2) Z fg) y +O ti<'lcl 'v' 
where P=Px runs over  the nontr ivial  zeros of  L(s,z, E), the last term comes from 
the singularity at s =0 ,  and the penul t imate  s u m m a n d  is due to the integral along 
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R e ( s ) =  -1//4. We wish to prove that II1~ ICI x/IGt. Now if x >d L, then 
nL ~lOgdL ~ x ,  
X- ~'~* logdc<~ 1. 
The  exceptional  zero (if it exists) gives 
Ix" e"=l <xe,~x. 
By L e m m a  2.3 any other zero p = f i + i 7  satisfies 
[~< l--(czlogdL([7[+ 2)"") ~ 
and so if 171 < l o g l o g d L ,  then 
[J < 1 - c a ~ (log d j -  1 (log log log dLe2~ ~ i. 
There[ore  
P I]'l ~ log log dE 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
c251ogx } ~ e,,_~ 
+ x e x p  logdLlogloglogdce2 o o 
I~,.I < log log dL 
{ c251~ } 
<~x + x ( l o g d  D-  ~ + x ( logdr )ex  p [ogdllogloglogdLe26 . (7.5) 
If 
log x > c, ~(log de) (log log d c) (log log log dLe2~), (7.6) 
lhen the right side of  (7.5) is ,~x. Combining  this with (7.1)-(7.4), we find that  
t CI x (7.7t 
if (7.6) is satisfied. Now for any x ~ 2, 
X (7.s) no(X) < nt~n(x) ~ nL log x" 
Therefore  if A 4 = 10c2o, and 
x log x > A 4 (log dL) (log log dL)(log log log d L e2~ 
then (7.7) and (7.8) yield the assertion of Theorem 1.4. 
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